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Publisher Description
First published in 1961, A New History of Spanish Literature has been a much-used resource for generations of students. The book has now been completely revised and updated to include extensive
discussion of Spanish literature of the past thirty years. Richard E. Chandler and Kessel Schwartz,
both longtime students of the literature, write authoritatively about every Spanish literary work of
consequence. From the earliest extant writings though the literature of the 1980s, they draw on the
latest scholarship. Unlike most literary histories, this one treats each genre fully in its own section,
thus making it easy for the reader to follow the development of poetry, the drama, the novel, other
prose ﬁction, and nonﬁction prose. Students of the ﬁrst edition have found this method particularly
useful. However, this approach does not preclude study of the literature by period. A full index easily
enables the reader to ﬁnd all references to any individual author or book. Another noteworthy feature of the book, and one omitted from many books of this kind, is the comprehensive attention the
authors accord nonﬁction prose, including, for example, essays, philosophy, literary criticism,
politics, and historiography. Encyclopedic in scope yet concise and eminently readable, the revised
edition of A New History of Spanish Literature bids fair to be the standard reference well into the
next century.
On the outskirts of Havana lies Mazorra, an asylum known to--and at times feared by--ordinary
Cubans for over a century. Since its founding in 1857, the island's ﬁrst psychiatric hospital has been
an object of persistent political attention. Drawing on hospital documents and government records,
as well as the popular press, photographs, and oral histories, Jennifer L. Lambe charts the connections between the inner workings of this notorious institution and the highest echelons of Cuban
politics. Across the sweep of modern Cuban history, she ﬁnds, Mazorra has served as both laboratory and microcosm of the Cuban state: the asylum is an icon of its ignominious colonial and neocolonial past and a crucible of its republican and revolutionary futures. From its birth, Cuban psychiatry
was politically inﬂected, drawing partisan contention while sparking debates over race, religion, gender, and sexuality. Psychiatric notions were even invested with revolutionary signiﬁcance after 1959,
as the new government undertook ambitious schemes for social reeducation. But Mazorra was not
the exclusive province of government oﬃcials and professionalizing psychiatrists. U.S. occupiers, Soviet visitors, and, above all, ordinary Cubans infused the institution, both literal and metaphorical,
with their own fears, dreams, and alternative meanings. Together, their voices comprise the madhouse that, as Lambe argues, haunts the revolutionary trajectory of Cuban history.
The ﬁrst English translation of the Diario Intimo and a selection of letters. Originally published in
1985. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University
Press since its founding in 1905.
Book is clean and tight. No writing in text. Like New
Unwilling to be bound by the categories of religion, Unamuno rejected the laws that distinguish one
literary genre from another. Thus, some of Unamuno's ﬁnest essays are short stories, and vice versa. Included in this volume are four stories: Tia Tula; The Novel of Don Sandalio, Chess Player; The
Madness of Doctor Montarco; Saint Manuel Bueno, Martyr and the play The Other. Originally published in 1976. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again
make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
The Hispanic and Anglo worlds are often portrayed as the Cain and Abel of Western culture, antagonistic and alien to each other. This book challenges such view with a new critical conceptual framework – the ‘Hispanic-Anglosphere’ – to open a window into the often surprising interactions of individuals, transnational networks and global communities that, it argues, made of the British Isles (England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man) a crucial hub for the global
Hispanic world, a launching-pad and a bridge between Spanish Europe, Africa, America and Asia in
the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries. Perhaps not unlike today, that was a time
marked by social uncertainty, pandemics, the dislocation of global polities and the rise of radicalisms. The volume oﬀers insights on many themes including trade, the arts, education, language,
politics, the press, religion, biodiversity, philanthropy, anti-slavery and imperialism. Established academics and rising stars from diﬀerent continents and disciplines combined original, primary research
with a wide range of secondary sources to produce a rich collection of ten case-studies, 25 biographies and seven samples of interpreted material culture, all presented in an accessible style appealing to scholars, students and the general reader alike.
The long tradition of Kierkegaard studies has made it impossible for individual scholars to have a
complete overview of the vast ﬁeld of Kierkegaard research. The large and ever increasing number
of publications on Kierkegaard in the languages of the world can be simply bewildering even for experienced scholars. The present work constitutes a systematic bibliography which aims to help students and researchers navigate the seemingly endless mass of publications. The volume is divided
into two large sections. Part I, which covers Tomes I-V, is dedicated to individual bibliographies organized according to speciﬁc language. This includes extensive bibliographies of works on Kierkegaard in some 41 diﬀerent languages. Part II, which covers Tomes VI-VII, is dedicated to shorter, individual bibliographies organized according to speciﬁc ﬁgures who are in some way relevant for Kierkegaard. The goal has been to create the most exhaustive bibliography of Kierkegaard literature possible, and thus the bibliography is not limited to any speciﬁc time period but instead spans the entire
history of Kierkegaard studies.
Although Kierkegaard's reception was initially more or less limited to Scandinavia, it has for a long
time now been a highly international aﬀair. As his writings were translated into diﬀerent languages
his reputation spread, and he became read more and more by people increasingly distant from his
native Denmark. While in Scandinavia, the attack on the Church in the last years of his life became
something of a cause célèbre, later, many diﬀerent aspects of his work became the object of serious

scholarly investigation well beyond the original northern borders. As his reputation grew, he was coopted by a number of diﬀerent philosophical and religious movements in diﬀerent contexts throughout the world. The three tomes of this volume attempt to record the history of this reception according to national and linguistic categories. Tome II covers the reception of Kierkegaard in Southern,
Central and Eastern Europe. The ﬁrst set of articles, under the rubric 'Southern Europe', covers Portugal, Spain and Italy. A number of common features were shared in these countries' reception of
Kierkegaard, including a Catholic cultural context and a debt to the French reception. The next
rubric covers the rather heterogeneous group of countries designated here as 'Central Europe': Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland. These countries are loosely bound in a cultural sense
by their former aﬃliation with the Habsburg Empire and in a religious sense by their shared Catholicism. Finally, the Orthodox countries of 'Eastern Europe' are represented with articles on Russia, Bulgaria, Serbia and Montenegro, Macedonia and Romania.
This book explores a key historical moment for literary and cultural relations between Spain and Portugal. Focusing on the period between 1870 and 1930, it analyses the contacts between Portuguese
and Spanish writers and artists of this period, showing that, at least among the cultural elites, there
were intense and fruitful dialogues across political and linguistic borders. The book presents the Iberian Peninsula as a complex and multilingual cultural polysystem in which diverse literary cultures coexist and are mutually dependent upon each other. It oﬀers a panoramic view of Iberian literary and
cultural history, encompassing not just Portuguese and Spanish literary productions, but also Catalan, Galician and Basque works. Combining a clear theoretical foundation with deep historical knowledge and references to speciﬁc texts and works, the book oﬀers a thorough introduction to Iberian literature in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Antonio Sáez Delgado is Associate Professor at the University of Évora, Portugal, an integrated researcher at the Interdisciplinary Center of
History, Cultures and Societies, and a collaborator researcher at the Centre for Comparative Studies
in the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Lisbon. Santiago Pérez Isasi is Principal Researcher
at the Center for Comparative Studies at the University of Lisbon, Portugal, with a research contract
oﬀered by the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (FCT) from the Portuguese Ministry of Science.
Focuses on a key ﬁgure in the Spanish literature of the previous one. Oﬀers a substantial reassessment of the ideas of Antonio Machado.
This groundbreaking new source of international scope deﬁnes the essay as nonﬁctional prose texts
of between one and 50 pages in length. The more than 500 entries by 275 contributors include entries on nationalities, various categories of essays such as generic (such as sermons, aphorisms), individual major works, notable writers, and periodicals that created a market for essays, and particularly famous or signiﬁcant essays. The preface details the historical development of the essay, and
the alphabetically arranged entries usually include biographical sketch, nationality, era, selected writings list, additional readings, and anthologies
Benito Perez Galdos has been described as 'the greatest Spanish novelist since Cervantes.' His work
constitutes a major contribution to the nineteenth-century novel, rivalling that of Dickens of Balzac
and making him an essential candidate for any course on the ﬁction of the period. Jo Labanyi's study
is supported by a wide-rangting introduction, a section of contemporary comment, headnotes to
each piece and helpful appendix material.
Contra esto y aquello Batiburrillo de ensayos y artículos de Miguel de Unamuno. Cajón de sastre Contenido: Algo sobre la crítica Leyendo a Flaubert La Grecia de Carrillo José Asunción Silva La imaginación en Cochabamba De cepa criolla Educación para la historia Sobre la argentinidad Un ﬁlósofo del
sentido común La vertical de Le Dantec El Rosseau de Lemaitre Rosseau, Voltaire y Nietzsche Isabel
o puñal de plata La ciudad y la patria La epopeya de Artigas Taine, caricaturista Sobre el ajerez Arte
y cosmopolitismo Historia y novela Literatura y literatos Prosa aceitada Miguel de Unamuno Miguel
de Unamuno y Jugo (nacido en Bilbao, 29 de septiembre de 1864- Muerto en Salamanca, 31 de diciembre de 1936) fue un ﬁlósofo y escritor perteneciente a la generación del 98. Durante su obra cultivó diversidad de géneros literarios como novela, ensayo, teatro y poesía. Fue diputado en Cortes
de 1931 a 1933 por Salamanca y rector de la Universidad de Salamanca tres veces.
"... a diverse collection of translations of 20th-century Catalan prose writings... This exploration reveals the achievements of a distinct culture ﬂourishing within Spain and introduces to English readers the work of Catalonia's modern writers.... This title is an entertaining and well-conceived introduction to a relatively unknown culture." —Library Journal "Those seeking direct access to the region's
literary culture should turn to Catalonia: A Self-Portrait..." —The Philadelphia Enquirer Some of this
century's greatest names in Western art have been Catalan: architect Antoni Gaudí, painters Salvador Dalí and Joan Miró, cellist Pablo Casals, and singer Victoria de los Angeles, to name just a few. Catalonia's writers, however, are little known beyond the borders of the country, even though they are
comparable in stature to their colleagues in the other arts. ÂCatalonia, A Self-Portrait narrates a tale
of extraordinary literary and artistic achievements by a minority culture that thrives within the larger, dominant cultures of Spain and Europe. The selections, twentieth-century Catalan classics, deal
with contemporary Catalonia and its people, including some of the outstanding ﬁgures named
above.
Götz proposes that there is no opposition between faith and humor, belief and laughter. To argue
this point, he shows how both the structure of faith and that of humor are the same, and this structure is paradox. Paradox, which is well known in the secular realms of mathematics and philosophy,
is explored, ﬁrst, in detail, and then he shows how faith and humor, both, are paradoxical in nature.
The result is that there is no real opposition between faith and humor. The tragic and the comic are
sisters, as Aristotle saw in antiquity. On the other side, Götz shows what happens when faith and humor depart from paradox: faith becomes dogmatic and fanatical, and humor becomes superﬁcial
and banal. Fanatical faith latches onto beliefs and dogmas rather than to the openness of paradox,
and so it leads to terrorism against those who hold onto diﬀerent beliefs. Götz also warns against an
easy embrace of tolerance as the only alternative to fanaticism, because tolerance itself is imperfect
and is often forced to accept evil. It should not, Götz argues, be the sole solution inculcated in our
schools. This is a thoughtful and provocative analysis that will be of interest to the general reader as
well as scholars and students interested in the place of religion in contemporary society.
'No Spanish voice was heard during the ﬁfty years of his active intellectual life which could compare
with his in the strength of his passion nor in the profound seriousness with which he challenged every complacency...The central idea in all his ﬁction is the struggle to create faith from doubt and
ethics from inner strife.'
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Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo was born in Bilbao on 29th September 1864. He wrote novels, essays, poems and plays, and in addition to these he played an important part in the political and intellectual
life of Spain - an involvement that led to his exile to Fuerteventura in 1924.
Compiled by more than 90 experts, this two-volume dictionary includes representatives from all major peninsular literatures: Catalan, Galician, Portuguese and Spanish. The rich history of the literary
achievements in the Iberian Peninula--from historial to dramatic--can now be enjoyed by both European and American researchers. Spanning centuries, all literary titles have been followed in the text
with a published translation or a literal rendering of the original. Virtually all entries have been composed by noted scholars and are complemented wherever possible by bibliographies of primary
texts and selected critical studies as well as existing English translations of primary texts.
Sweig shatters the mythology surrounding the Cuban Revolution in a compelling revisionist history
that reconsiders the revolutionary roles of Castro and Guevara and restores to a central position the
leadership of the Llano. Granted unprecedented access to the classiﬁed records of Castro's 26th of
July Movement's underground operatives--the only scholar inside or outside of Cuba allowed access
to the complete collection in the Cuban Council of State's Oﬃce of Historic Aﬀairs--she details the debates between Castro's mountain-based guerrilla movement and the urban revolutionaries in Havana, Santiago, and other cities.
First published in 1990. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Mestizaje--the process of cultural, ethnic, and racial mixing of Spanish and indigenous peoples--has
been central to the creation of modern national identity in Bolivia and much of Latin America.
Though it originally carried negative connotations, by the early twentieth century it had come to
symbolize a national unity that transcended racial divides. Javier Sanjinés C. contends that mestizaje, rather than a merging of equals, represents a fundamentally Western perspective that excludes
indigenous ways of viewing the world. In this sophisticated study he reveals how modernity in Bolivia has depended on a perception, forged during the colonial era, that local cultures need to be
uplifted. Sanjinés traces the rise of mestizaje as a deﬁning feature of Bolivian modernism through
the political struggles and upheavals of the twentieth century. He then turns this concept upside-down by revealing how the dominant discussion of mestizaje has been resisted and transformed by
indigenous thinkers and activists. Rather than focusing solely on political events, Sanjinés grounds
his argument in an examination of ﬁction, political essays, journalism, and visual art, oﬀering a
unique and masterly overview of Bolivian culture, identity, and politics.
Baudelaire was practically unknown in Spain until the last two decades of the nineteenth century
when the ﬁrst important criticism of his work was published by two famous critics, Juan Valera and
Clarín. Valera attacked Les Fleurs du mal on aesthetic grounds, basing his criticism entirely on the
"satanic" poems. At the same time, Clarín published a series of articles favorable to Baudelaire. Save
for Clarín, Spanish critics in the ﬁrst two decades of the twentieth century based their opinions of
Baudelaire solely on Les Fleurs du mal. A notable exception was an article written around 1910 by
Emilia Pardo Bazan based on the full scope of Baudelaire's work. Since the 1920s Spanish critics
have come to share the high esteem which Baudelaire continues to receive throughout the world.
Democratic principles have not taken root readily in Latin America in part because spiritual inwardness, a necessary prerequisite of democracy that is inseparable from the Bible, has been lacking.
During the twentieth century Protestant workers like John Mackay (1889-1983) brought the evangelical message to that continent through lectures and writings. This collection of John Mackay's early es-

says presents a range of his contributions, and the ideas in the essays are grounded in his clear understanding of the nature and dignity of human beings in the light of God. The fruit of this teaching
is self-conﬁdence, courage, steadfastness, and other positive ethical attributes that accompany
progress and success for individuals and peoples. The essays touch on religious, educational, literary, political, and philosophical themes in the service of Christian truth. They embody key ideas
and strategic judgments related to the presentation of the Evangel, the most basic and ﬁrst work of
the church. The message balances spiritual and social aspects of Christianity to meet the needs of
the people, and it accompanied progressive social and political changes in the region. The historical
experience of Protestantism in Latin America is well worth recalling today by readers in North America and elsewhere.
Modernism was the major Spanish American literary movement of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Leader of that inﬂuential movement was Rubén Darío, the Nicaraguan now recognized as one of the most important Hispanic poets of all time. Like the Romantics in England and
the Symbolists on the Continent, Darío and other Modernists were strongly inﬂuenced by occultist
thought. But, as the poet Octavio Paz has written, "academic criticism has ... preferred to close its
eyes to the stream of occultism that runs throughout Darío's work. This silence damages our comprehension of his poetry." Cathy Login Jrade's groundbreaking study corrects this critical oversight. Her
work clearly demonstrates that esoteric tradition is central to Modernism and that an understanding
of this centrality clariﬁes both the nature of the movement and its relationship to earlier European literature. After placing Modernism in a broad historical and literary perspective, Jrade examines the
impact of esoteric beliefs upon Darío's view of the world and the role of poetry in it. Through detailed and insightful analyses of key poems, she explores the poet's quest for solutions to the nineteenth-century crisis of belief. The movement that Ruben Darío headed brought Hispanic poetry into
the mainstream of the "modern tradition," with its sense of fragmentation and alienation and its
hope for integration and reconciliation with nature. Rubén Darío and the Romantic Search for Unity
enriches our understanding of that movement and the work of its leading poet.
Excerpt from Contra Esto y Aquello Anade luego el Sr. Montenegro que hay quienes me estiman critico rabioso porque desconocen mis obras. rabioso yo? Asi Dios me perdone mis de mas pecados,
pero hombre mas blando y mas con descendiente dudo que lo haya. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works.
Colección de artículos de Miguel de Unamuno que abarcan desde reﬂexiones políticas y sociales a
otras más profundas, dotadas de una sensibilidad singular que ha hecho de él uno de los nombres inmortales de las letras españolas. Miguel de Unamuno nació en Bilbao en 1864. Firmó obras en distintos géneros como el ensayo, la novela, la poesía, el teatro y como modernista contribuyó a disolver
las fronteras entre todos ellos. Unamuno tuvo un papel central en la vida intelectual de España, ya
que fue rector de la Universidad de Salamanca durante dos períodos distintos. Se le considera uno
de los autores más destacados de la literatura española.
First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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